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on Antithrombotic Therapy as an influential publication.
More than 260,000 copies of the Sixth Consensus Conference CHEST supplement and quick reference guide were
disseminated to clinicians. These evidence-based guidelines are cited frequently in peer-review publications.
In theory, dissemination of evidence-based guidelines
derived from systematic reviews should result in more
informed decision making and improved patient outcomes. Despite their widespread dissemination, however,
the application of the American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP) antithrombotic guidelines in practice remains incomplete. For example, Arnold et al3 demonstrated that clinicians could have prevented 17.4% of 253
episodes of venous thromboembolism (VTE) if they had
applied adequate prophylaxis as recommended in the
guidelines. Only 8.3% of episodes occurred in spite of
prophylaxis according to the guidelines. Other observational studies4 – 6 of the most seriously ill hospitalized
patients in the ICU have shown a variable rate of VTE
prophylaxis ranging as low as 33%, even after excluding
patients with contraindications to heparin. A recent survey,7 the National Anticoagulation Benchmark and Outcomes Report, showed that 30% of patients with atrial
fibrillation at moderate risk for cardioembolic stroke who
were eligible for aspirin or vitamin K antagonists did not
receive either of these highly efficacious therapies.
These studies illustrate the gap that exists between
evidence and its application in practice. Clearly, the
development and dissemination of practice guidelines
alone have an insufficient effect on altering clinician
behavior and practice patterns. Obvious explanations for
why clinicians do not consistently apply the ACCP guidelines in practice are that the evidence supporting ACCP
recommendations may not be sufficiently strong, or the
attitudes, values, and preferences underlying ACCP recommendations may differ from those of physicians and
their patients. In the ACCP terminology of grading recommendations, this may be true for Grade 2, and particularly Grade 2C recommendations, but it does not explain
practice inconsistent with Grade 1, and particularly 1A
recommendations (aspirin or vitamin K antagonist for the
prevention of cardioembolic stroke in patients with atrial
fibrillation at moderate stroke risk, for instance).
Roadblocks encountered in moving from evidence to
action may help to explain the gap between recommendations, in particular Grade 1A recommendations, and
practice.8 Authorities have described barriers to evidence
uptake, and suggested a number of strategies to overcome
them.9 The barriers include physicians’ lack of awareness
of guidelines, awareness of the guidelines but lack of
detailed knowledge about them, lack of time to consider
the guidelines, negative attitudes about guidelines in
general, fear of jeopardizing the patient-clinician relationship, and perceived lack of support by peers and influential administrators.10 –12 Other barriers are forgetfulness,
lack of forcing strategies, time pressures, lack of equipment or appropriate systems, inappropriate skill mix, and
absence of care processes that promote guideline implementation.
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This chapter about implementation strategies for
practice guidelines is part of the 7th ACCP Conference on Antithrombotic and Thrombolytic Therapy:
Evidence Based Guidelines. Grade 1 recommendations are strong and indicate that the benefits do, or
do not, outweigh risks, burden, and costs. Grade 2
suggests that feasibility, acceptability and cost related to implementation strategies may lead to different choices depending on the practice setting (for
a full understanding of the grading see Guyatt et al,
CHEST 2004; 126:179S–187S). To encourage uptake
of guidelines to reduce thrombosis, we recommend
that appreciable resources be devoted to distribution of educational material (Grade 2B). We suggest
that few resources be devoted to educational meetings (Grade 2B), to audit and feedback (Grade 2B),
or to educational outreach visits (Grade 2B) to encourage uptake of the guidelines. We suggest that
appreciable resources be devoted to computer reminders (Grade 2A) and to patient-mediated interventions (Grade 2B) to encourage uptake of the
guidelines. This review suggests that there are few
implementation strategies that are of unequivocal,
consistent benefit, and that are clearly and consistently worth resource investment. Fully informed
decisions will require additional research to identify
effective guideline implementation strategies to optimize antithrombotic and thrombolytic therapy.
(CHEST 2004; 126:688S– 696S)
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Two resources exist to inform strategies for overcoming
these barriers. First, one could emulate the methods of the
pharmaceutical industry that successfully changes clinician
behavior. We will not, however, further discuss the strategies employed by the pharmaceutical industry with its
resources that outweigh resources of most organizations or
agencies.13 Second, one might conduct or utilize a systematic review of randomized controlled trial (RCT) evidence
comparing different strategies of changing clinician behavior. In this area of health-care research, as in many others,
effects are likely to be small to modest, the understanding
of confounders is limited, and the consequences of false
answers may result in financial debacles. Therefore, the
arguments for this approach are congruent with the
arguments for an evidence-based approach focusing on
systematic reviews as basis for decision making. A systematic review should focus on systematically summarizing
and analyzing the highest quality evidence to improve
precision and to explore consistency and generalizability of
effects in different contexts. We have adopted the latter
approach for this article relying on a modification of the
methods reported by Grimshaw et al.14
We applied the grading system described elsewhere in
this Supplement15 to grade the methodologic quality of the
primary studies described in systematic reviews, and the
strength of recommendations for successful guideline
implementation. The format of this chapter differs slightly
from other chapters in this Supplement.16

Identifying Evidence for Implementation
Strategies
In this chapter, we summarize the results of the review
by Grimshaw et al14 about the effectiveness of different
guideline implementation strategies across all clinical areas, and then explore whether these findings appear to be
consistent with studies of guideline implementation related to antithrombotic or thrombolytic therapies. We
focused on the implementation strategies to promote
behavior change based on the taxonomy of strategies
described by Effective Practice and Organisation of Care
Group (EPOC) [Table 1]. Based on consensus among the
authors of this chapter, we selected single-faceted implementation strategies for which evidence from cluster
RCTs existed14 and, thus, would lead to Grade A or Grade

B recommendations in terms of methodologic quality (see
Table 2 for question definition and eligibility criteria). In
contrast to Grimshaw et al,14 we considered educational
outreach visits including educational materials as a single
intervention, because these implementation strategies are
often difficult to discern and educational outreach can
hardly stand alone without distributing educational material. These interventions were as follows: (1) distribution of
educational material, (2) educational meetings, (3) educational outreach visits, (4) computer reminders, (5) patientmediated interventions (although the EPOC search strategy did not specifically search for the latter), and (6)
individual audit and feedback. We elected to review the
available evidence regarding guideline implementation
strategies in multiple general health conditions because of
the paucity of high-quality evidence about implementation
strategies for guidelines directed toward thrombotic disorders. Following the approach of Grimshaw et al,14 we
focused on objective measures of clinician behavior and
patient outcomes.14 In regards to quality of the studies, we
assessed concealment of allocation, follow-up, and blinded
outcome assessment.
We graded the balance between benefits and downsides
(including costs) and the overall quality of the evidence
about the effectiveness of implementation strategies
across different clinical specialties. For the tradeoff between benefits and downsides, we needed to obtain
information on the following: (1) feasibility of the guideline implementation strategy in different clinical settings,
(2) acceptability of the implementation strategy, and (3)
cost of the implementation strategy. Because values and
preferences as well as information about cost related to
these implementation strategies were not available in the
literature on antithrombotic therapy, we conducted a
survey of ACCP Conference participants about factors
that affect the benefits and downsides of various guideline
implementation strategies.

Survey of ACCP Conference Participants
We invited all participants of the ACCP Conference to
complete an online survey using a commercial Web survey
service. Participants who did not respond received up to
three reminders via e-mail and one reminder via fax.
Finally, we asked nonresponders to complete the survey

Table 1—Interventions Targeting Clinician Behavior Change Through Effective Implementation of Guidelines
Intervention
Educational material
Educational meetings
Educational outreach visits
Computer reminders
Patient-mediated interventions
Audit and feedback

www.chestjournal.org

Description
Distribution of printed or electronic guidelines
Health-care providers who have participated in conferences, lectures, workshops, or traineeships
Use of a trained person who meets with clinicians in their practice settings to provide
information on guidelines with the intent to change clinicians’ behavior
Computerized intervention that prompts the clinicians to perform an action based on guidelines
specific to a clinical problem
Any intervention aimed at changing the performance of health-care providers for which specific
information was sought from or given to patients
A summary of clinical performance over a specified period of time
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Table 2—Eligibility Criteria for Studies Evaluating Implementation Strategies
Section

Population

1.1
1.2.
1.3.
1.4.
1.5.
1.6.

No
No
No
No
No
No

restriction
restriction
restriction
restriction
restriction
restriction

Interventions or Exposures

Outcome

Distribution of educational material
Educational meetings
Educational outreach visits
Computer reminders
Patient-mediated interventions
Individual audit and feedback

on paper before presentation of the preliminary survey
results during the ACCP Conference. The Ethics Review
Board of the University at Buffalo approved the survey,
and all respondents provided informed consent.
For this survey, we defined feasibility as “feasibility of
implementing the described intervention in your practice
setting when you consider the organizational structure and
setup,” cost as “cost associated with introducing the implementation strategy in your practice setting,” and acceptability as “likelihood that colleagues in your practice
setting would adopt, utilize and/or follow this strategy if it
were implemented.” Building on experience with a pilot
survey in the United Kingdom,14 we presented statements
regarding feasibility, acceptability, and cost, asking respondents to rate the extent to which they agreed with the
statements on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from
strongly disagree to strongly agree.
For example, the statement about computerized reminders in this survey included the following: please
consider computer reminders. A reminder is a support
mechanism that appears before an action has been completed. Examples of computer reminders include the
following: (1) computer-generated reports sent annually to
clinicians by a central administrative system; and (2) in the
context of a computerized tracking and/or electronic
record system, computer-generated “alerts” and “messages” to clinicians, derived from management guidelines.
Alerts would be sent to clinicians every time an event
occurs in a patient (eg, atrial fibrillation develops). A
message would be a prompt to the clinician to commence
appropriate management when the clinician opens that
patient’s electronic record (eg, a reminder that the patient
should be considered for antithrombotic therapy).

Process
Process
Process
Process
Process
Process

of
of
of
of
of
of

care,
care,
care,
care,
care,
care,

patient
patient
patient
patient
patient
patient

Methodology

important
important
important
important
important
important

outcomes
outcomes
outcomes
outcomes
outcomes
outcomes

Cluster
Cluster
Cluster
Cluster
Cluster
Cluster

RCTs
RCTs
RCTs
RCTs
RCTs
RCTs

We then asked the participants to think about the
definitions of feasibility, cost, and acceptability for computer reminders in their health-care setting, and indicate
their level of agreement with the three statements below.
The three questions about feasibility, acceptability, and
cost we asked are as follows: (1) How feasible are computer reminders to improve evidence implementation in
your health-care setting? We consider a feasible intervention as one that is easy to implement without major
logistical burden, and an infeasible intervention as one
that is associated with major logistical burden in your
practice setting. Respondents provided answers on a scale
ranging from 1 (infeasible) to 7 (feasible). (2) How acceptable
are computer reminders in your health-care setting? We
consider an acceptable intervention as one that colleagues
would welcome, and an unacceptable intervention as one
that would upset them if it were implemented in your
practice setting. Respondents provided answers on a scale
ranging from 1 (unacceptable) to 7 (acceptable). (3) How do
you evaluate cost related to computer reminders in your
health-care setting? We consider cost as cost associated with
introducing the implementation strategy in your practice
setting. Respondents provided answers on a scale ranging
from 1 (very high cost) to 7 (very low cost).
We calculated mean scores and SDs around the mean
score and conducted a multivariate analysis to compare
the mean scores between implementation strategies for
each of the three questions. Because of the multiple
statistical tests we performed, we considered p ⬍ 0.01 as
statistically significant.
Of 87 ACCP Conference participants, 67 participants
(77% response rate) completed the survey. Table 3 shows
the mean scores for each of the three questions about

Table 3—Results of Survey Among Conference Participants About Feasibility, Acceptability, and Cost*

Preference

Dissemination
of Educational
Material

Educational
Meetings

Educational
Outreach
Visits

Computer
Reminders

PatientMediated
Interventions

Audit and
Feedback

Feasibility
Acceptability
Cost

5.8 (1.0)
5.8 (1.0)
4.6 (1.1)

5.4 (1.2)
5.7 (1.1)
4.1 (1.5)

4.3 (1.5)†‡
4.3 (1.4)†‡
3.0 (1.4)†

4.1 (1.8)†‡
4.7 (1.5)†‡
3.7 (1.8)†§

4.1 (1.5)†‡
4.7 (1.4)†‡
4.1 (1.3)†‡§

3.5 (1.5)§㛳†‡
3.6 (1.5)¶†‡§㛳
3.1 (1.4)†‡㛳

*Scores are on a 1 to 7 scale; higher scores indicate greater feasibility and acceptability, but lower cost. Mean and median were similar, and
therefore only mean values (SD) are shown.
†p ⬍ 0.01 compared with dissemination of educational material.
‡p ⬍ 0.01 compared with educational meetings.
§p ⬍ 0.01 compared with educational outreach visits.
㛳p ⬍ 0.01 compared with computer reminders.
¶p ⬍ 0.01 compared with patient-mediated interventions.
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feasibility, acceptability, and cost for each of the implementation strategies in the survey. Respondents indicated
that distribution of educational material and educational
meetings were feasible, acceptable, and of low cost;
differences between these two strategies were not statistically significant. Respondents reported educational outreach visits, computer reminders, and patient-mediated
interventions as feasible and acceptable, but rated educational outreach visits as more costly. Audit and feedback
scored lower than all other implementation strategies in
terms of feasibility and acceptability; respondents also
rated audit and feedback as unfavorably as educational
outreach visits in terms of cost.

Studies Investigating Guideline
Implementation Strategies in
Antithrombotic and Thrombolytic Therapy
In this chapter, we summarize the results of the review
by Grimshaw et al14 about the effectiveness of different
guideline implementation strategies across all clinical areas, and then explore whether these findings appear to be
consistent with studies of guideline implementation related to antithrombotic or thrombolytic therapies. There
are several reasons why we did not only summarize what
Grimshaw et al14 reported in their systematic review of the
effectiveness of guideline implementation strategies. We
anticipated that the majority of studies included in the
review by Grimshaw et al14 evaluated different diagnostic
procedures and treatments across more diverse disciplines
than those addressed in the ACCP guidelines. Consequently, readers of the ACCP guidelines may not accept
strategies that have not been tested in the implementation
of antithrombotic and thrombolytic therapies because of
differences in the following: (1) the treatments being
considered (do guidelines about antithrombotic therapy
require different implementation strategies than other
treatments?); (2) the quality, quantity, and consistency of
the evidence, and the magnitude of the treatment effect
that supports the implementation strategies (do guidelines
require different implementation strategies when the evidentiary basis is compelling across all fields of health care
compared to when there is little evidence in one particular
health-care field ?); and (3) the culture and practice
patterns of specialty disciplines (do guidelines require
different implementation strategies tailored to their own
specialty culture and practice environment?).
We used the EPOC database to obtain evidence about
effectiveness of implementation strategies focusing on
guidelines for antithrombotic or thrombolytic interventions (http://www.epoc.uottawa.ca/register.htm). We reviewed the “titles” and the “clinical problem field” of the
EPOC registry to identify all studies that referred to
antithrombotic or thrombolytic interventions in duplicate
until the end of the year 2000. Studies had to include a
control group and include one of the implementation
strategies described above. If the reference included one
of the strategies or the title did not mention the specific
strategy, we reviewed the abstract of the study. We
identified 23 relevant studies.17–39 The studies varied
www.chestjournal.org

widely in methodology and clinical problems. For example, Anderson et al18 determined the effect of audit and
feedback on physician practices in the prevention of
venous thromboembolism. Fifteen short-stay hospitals
were randomly assigned to group audit and feedback or
group-plus-individual feedback or to a control group that
received no intervention. There was no significant difference in the use of prophylaxis in hospitals whose physicians received individual audit and feedback compared
with hospitals whose physicians received group interventions alone (identical increases of 28% in prophylaxis use
over a period of 3 years). They noted that individual
physician audit and feedback appeared to provide no
additional benefit and that, in general, prophylaxis for
VTE remained underutilized.
Another example provides the study by Durieux et al,22
who used a time series design to evaluate whether a
computer-reminder model for presentation of guidelines
about VTE prevention improves appropriate prophylaxis
use. They evaluated 1,971 patients who underwent orthopedic surgery after integrating a computer-reminder system into daily medical practice during three 10-week
intervention periods, alternated with four 10-week control
periods, with a 4-week washout between each period.
They found that physicians complied with guidelines in
82.8% (95% confidence interval [CI], 77.6 to 87.1%) of
cases during control periods and in 94.9% (95% CI, 92.5 to
96.6%) of cases during intervention periods. During each
intervention period, the appropriateness of prescription
increased significantly. Each time the computer reminders
were removed, physician practice reverted to that observed before initiation of the intervention. The relative
risk of inappropriate practice decisions during control
periods vs intervention periods was 3.8 (95% CI, 2.7 to
5.4). The investigators concluded that implementation
of clinical guidelines for VTE prophylaxis through a
computer-reminder system in an orthopedic surgery department and integrated into the hospital information
system changed physician behavior and improved compliance with guidelines.

1.0 Guideline Implementation Strategies
Investigated in RCTs
1.1. Distribution of educational material
Seven RCTs40 – 46 investigated the distribution of educational material, predominantly in the primary care setting (eg, adherence to chest radiograph-ordering guidelines after guideline distribution). The quality of these
RCTs was poor. Only one RCT40 reported allocation
concealment, three RCTs40,42,43 reported complete followup, and three RCTs40,42,43 reported blinded outcome
assessment. No RCT used guidelines in the antithrombotic or thrombolytic field. The effectiveness of distributing educational material on process-of-care outcomes was
modest across these seven trials. The studies did not
report effects on patient outcomes. The overall quality of
these studies was low, but this implementation strategy
received the highest ratings in our survey. Our survey
indicated that distribution of educational material is generally feasible, acceptable, and of relatively low cost.
CHEST / 126 / 3 / SEPTEMBER, 2004 SUPPLEMENT
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Recommendation
1.1. We recommend that appreciable resources be
devoted to distribution of educational material (Grade
2B).
1.2 Educational meetings
We identified three RCTs40,47,48 investigating the effect
of educational meetings on guideline uptake. There was
no RCT related to antithrombotic or thrombolytic therapy.
Two studies47,48 investigated educational meetings across
different guidelines such as end-of-life care and asthma
management. Only one study40 concealed allocation, all
studies had complete follow-up, and one study48 reported
blinded outcome assessment. There was no consistent
effect across these three studies on process of care. Only
one study47 reported improvement of process of care, but
no effect on patient outcomes. In our survey, ACCP
Conference participants rated educational meetings generally as feasible, acceptable, and relatively low cost.
Overall, the results of the available studies are inconsistent, and few data on patient important outcomes are
available for an implementation strategy that might be
generally feasible, acceptable, and relatively inexpensive.

Recommendation
1.2. We suggest that few resources be devoted to
educational meetings (Grade 2B).
1.3. Educational outreach visits
Three RCTs49 –51 investigated educational outreach visits across different disciplines. Studies50 dealt with issues
such as detailing by pharmacists on hyperlipidemia management, but there was no study in the area of antithrombotic or thrombolytic therapy area. Two studies49,50 reported
allocation concealment, no study reported complete followup, and one study49 reported blinded outcome assessment.
The studies reported small effects on process of care that
were not statistically significant, but the studies did not
measure patient outcomes. The survey indicated moderate
acceptability and feasibility, but unfavorable cost ratings.
Thus, for educational outreach visits there are limited
data, small effects, and uncertain feasibility, acceptability,
and relatively high cost

botic or thrombolytic therapy. Only three studies53,59,61
reported allocation concealment, one study54 reported
complete follow-up, and two studies52,59,61 reported blinded
outcome assessment. Nine studies reported improvement in
the process of care with modest-to-moderate absolute improvements. No study reported assessment of patient outcomes. The survey indicated that computer reminders may
have limited feasibility, acceptability, and relatively high cost.
Thus, there was high-quality evidence for a modest-tomoderate efficacious implementation strategy for which cost,
feasibility, and acceptability may be prohibitive in some
practice settings.

Recommendation
1.4. We suggest that appreciable resources be devoted
to computer reminders (Grade 2A).
1.5. Patient-mediated interventions
Four RCTs59,64 – 66 involved patient-mediated interventions to increase guideline uptake; one of the studies
included two comparisons. All studies took place in primary care settings. For example, in one study65 investigators randomized eligible patients to receive information by
letter about mammography screening for breast cancer.
Only one study59 reported concealment of allocation, no
study reported complete follow-up, and two studies64,66
reported blinded outcome assessment. Three of four
comparisons that measured process of care reported improvement. The two RCTs assessing patient outcomes
reported improvement. In general, the beneficial effects
of patient-mediated interventions were moderate, but
there was inconsistency in the reported effects across
studies. Our survey indicated that patient-mediated interventions may be feasible, acceptable, and associated with
relatively low cost. However, enthusiasm is limited because of unit of analysis errors in these studies and because
of some inconsistency in the results.

Recommendation
1.5. We suggest that appreciable resources be devoted
to patient-mediated interventions (Grade 2B).
1.6. Audit and feedback

Twelve RCTs52– 63 fulfilled the inclusion criteria and
explored the effects of computerized reminders. These
RCTs predominantly evaluated the effects of preventive
care measures or appropriate medication prescription. For
example, one study61 evaluated the effect of computer
reminders on following adequate prescription of initial
antihypertensive therapy. No RCT focused on antithrom-

Seven RCTs40,62,67–70 evaluated the effect of audit and
feedback on guideline uptake. Analogous to the interventions described above, these RCTs predominantly took
place in primary care settings and were not related to
antithrombotic or thrombolytic therapy. For example,
interventions focused on compliance with test-ordering
guidelines or workup of low hemoglobin levels.69 Only one
study40 reported concealment of allocation, three studies40,68,70 reported complete follow-up, and one study67
reported blinded assessment of the outcomes. All RCTs
reported improvement on process of care, and on average
the effect was modest, but not all RCTs reported significant improvements. There were insufficient data for assessment of effects on patient outcomes. The survey
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Recommendation
1.3. We suggest that few resources be devoted to
educational outreach visits (Grade 2B).
1.4. Computer reminders

indicated that audit and feedback are associated with
limited feasibility, acceptability, and relatively high cost.

Recommendation
1.6. We suggest that few resources be devoted to audit
and feedback (Grade 2B).

2.0 Conclusions and Summary
We evaluated studies from an existing systematic review
on guideline implementation. Although strategies can be
broadly categorized, the existing body of literature on
guideline implementation is inconsistent with respect to
study quality, heterogeneous with respect to the specific
implementation strategies evaluated, and predominantly
based in the primary care setting. The largest number of
high quality RCTs is available for computer reminders,
which demonstrate their efficacy for changing process of
care and outcomes. High-quality studies for other implementation strategies, such as educational meetings, are
limited. Therefore, consideration of evidence, values, and
preferences for most interventions in this article generates
Grade 2B recommendations.
There are few studies describing guideline implementation strategies in the field of antithrombotic or thrombolytic therapy, and we did not identify RCTs in this area
fulfilling our inclusion criteria. While it is conceivable that
one could generalize the results of studies that evaluate
guideline implementation strategies for conditions unrelated to thrombosis, culture and practice patterns of
different specialty disciplines may require different strategies. We also identified studies evaluating one of the six
implementation strategies to promote evidence-based
thrombosis care not tested in RCTs or not based on
clinical guidelines (that would not have been included in
the review by Grimshaw et al14) by searching the EPOC
specialized register. Our search yielded only 23 studies.
Although we reviewed an existing comprehensive database
of studies, we may have missed recent studies. The modest
size of the literature base is surprising, since the field of
thrombosis research offers a plentitude of efficacious
interventions with high-quality evidence, and therefore
represents an ideal discipline for research on guideline
implementation.
There is little original research on the feasibility, acceptability, and cost of implementation strategies in
thrombosis research. Our survey of the ACCP conference
attendants provides some insights. The most familiar and
prevalent implementation strategies are dissemination of
educational material and educational meetings. Respondents viewed these implementation strategies as the most
feasible (score 5.8), acceptable (score 5.8), and least costly
(score of 4.6) of all implementation strategies. However,
they considered audit and feedback the least feasible
(score of 3.5), least acceptable (score of 3.6), and most
costly (score of 3.1) implementation strategy. Paradoxically, research suggests that audit and feedback may be an
effective behavior change strategies.14 Implementation
strategies that have the opportunity to modify prescribing
behavior at the point of care, such as computer reminders,
www.chestjournal.org

were considered to be feasible (score of 4.1) and highly
acceptable to clinicians (score of 4.7); however, the success of this implementation strategy may be limited by
costs, particularly in health-care institutions without clinical information systems (score of 3.0).
The implications of this literature review differ slightly
for individual users of the ACCP antithrombotic and
thrombolytic guidelines. Our findings provide support that
individual clinicians and group practices can use simple
implementation strategies such as computer reminders
and patient-mediated interventions in their practice to
improve the process of care. For experts and researchers
in the field of thrombosis research, this literature summary
underscores the need for additional high-quality studies in
the area of guideline implementation and uptake. This
research should focus on ascertaining whether those strategies for which high-quality evidence is currently limited
are effective, and exploring the feasibility and effectiveness of multifaceted strategies. The ACCP guidelines on
antithrombotic and thrombolytic therapy provide ample
examples of strategies that could be tested. Conducting
controlled trials using these ACCP guidelines, ideally
based on interventions that lead to Grade 1A recommendations, could represent productive guideline evaluation
research programs. For example, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality translating research into practice initiative funded 27 implementation studies in 1999/
2000. The PPRNet-TRIP Project: Primary and Secondary
Prevention of Coronary Heart Disease and Stroke is an
RCT71 funded by this initiative to evaluate the impact of
academic detailing (educational outreach) and electronic
medical records on adherence with clinical practice guidelines across 23 primary care settings across the United
States. Another model is the conduct of implementation
research in tandem with the conduct of explanatory
randomized trials in antithrombotic and thrombolytic
therapy.
For administrators and clinical directors, this review
provides support that guideline-implementation strategies
can improve process of care. In many health-care settings,
some of these strategies could have simple implementation protocols, such as computer reminders. Other strategies that could help clinicians improve VTE prophylaxis
is participation in VTE registries. US and international
thromboembolism registries offer insight into current
anticoagulation practices, particularly with regard to preventive strategies. In the DVT-FREE Registry, 5,451
patients with ultrasound-proven deep venous thrombosis
were enrolled at 183 sites in the United States over a
4-month period. Of the 2,726 patients who received a
diagnosis as inpatients, only 1,147 patients (42%) received
prophylaxis within the 30 days prior to the diagnosis.72 In
the International Medical Prevention Registry on Venous
Thromboembolism,73 only 38% of hospitalized medical
patients enrolled received some form of prophylaxis.
These registry data further emphasize the need for advances in guideline implementation.
What are the necessary steps for guideline implementation and implementation research? To improve patient
outcomes and advance research on guideline implementation, a first step is the demonstration that a gap between
CHEST / 126 / 3 / SEPTEMBER, 2004 SUPPLEMENT
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practice and available evidence exists. One can categorize
reasons for poor guideline uptake into groupings of evidence gaps, knowledge gaps, and clinician attitude. Evidence gaps, typically represented by grade B and grade C
recommendations in the ACCP grading methodology,
require additional explanatory trials. Attaining local “buyin” after dissemination, preferably with the help of local
opinion leaders, and achieving consensus on the guidelines
themselves are important steps to overcome attitudes that
prevent guideline uptake and ensure successful implementation. Using reminders or computer messages as well
as audit and feedback of individual performance are
additional steps that can increase guideline uptake and
address gaps in the process of guideline implementation.
Public awareness about thrombotic disease could further
support guideline implementation. For example, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention and the American
Public Health Association co-hosted the Public Health
Leadership Conference on Deep-Vein Thrombosis, bringing together ⬎ 60 organizations to discuss the urgent need
to make deep vein thrombosis a major US public health
priority. One of the outcomes of the Leadership Conference was the development of a White Paper sponsored by
the American Public Health Association. The White Paper, entitled “Deep-Vein Thrombosis: Advancing Awareness to Protect Patient Lives,” is available on the world
wide Web.74

4
5
6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14

Summary of Recommendations
Guideline Implementation Strategies

15

1.1. We recommend that appreciable resources be
devoted to distribution of educational material (Grade
2B).

16

1.2. We suggest that few resources be devoted to
educational meetings (Grade 2B).

17

1.3. We suggest that few resources be devoted to
educational outreach visits (Grade 2B).
1.4. We suggest that appreciable resources be devoted
to computer reminders (Grade 2A).
1.5. We suggest that appreciable resources be devoted
to patient-mediated interventions to encourage uptake of
the guidelines (Grade 2B).

18

19

1.6. We suggest that few resources be devoted to audit
and feedback (Grade 2B).
20
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